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(57) A method and apparatue for creating multiple 
branch wo Ha from a parent well to otoctosed. According 
to a first embodiment of the invention a multiple branch- 
ing sub is provided for placement at a branching node 
of a wefl. Such sub includes a branching chamber (32) 
and a plurality of branching outlet members (34-38). The 
outlet members, during construction of the branching 
*ub, rwrv. pwiooiry boon dtotortod trrto oOtong shapes 
eo that ol of the branching outlet members fit within an 
Imaginary cyfinder which b coaxial with and substantial- 
ly the same radius as the branching chamber. According 
to one embedment, the distortod outlet members are 
characterized by an outer convex shape. In another em- 
bodiment, the distorted outlet members are character- 
ized by en outer concave shape when h a retracted 
state. After deployment of the branching sub via a parent 
casing in the well, a forming ted to towered to the interior 
of the cub. The outlet rnembeni we extended outwardly 
by the forming tool and srnuttaneoutfy formed into aub- 
etanttaDy round tubes. Next, each outlet member to 
plugged with cement, after which each branch wel is 
drilled through a respective outlet member, ft desired, 
each branch may be Ined wtth casing and sealed to a 
branching outlet by meana of a caaing hanger. A mani- 
fold placed n the branchbg chamber controte tho pro- 
duction of each branch well to the parent wel According 
to a second embodiment of the Invention, a pressure 
resistant branching sub to provided which may be in- 
stalled in series with a casing string, and the associated 
equipment used for the kistaitation operation and inter- 
vention of a well The branching sub includes a main 
pipe and a lateral outlet 
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Description 

This Invention rotates generally to the field of wefts, 
particularly to the fletd of e*taWishing brancfi welle from 
a parent hydrocarbon woll. More part leu tarty the inven- 
tion relates to estabishing multiple branch wefts from a 
common depth point, called a node, deep In the weN. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Multiple wells have been drilled from a common lo- 
cation, particularly while drilling from an offshore plat- 
form where mufiipte wells must be drilled to cover the 
great expenses of ctehore drilling. As iluetratod in Fig- 
ures 1A and IB, much wets are drilled through a com- 
mon conductor pipe, and each wed includes surface 
casing liners, krtermexflate castog and parent casing as 
Is well known n the field of offshore drilling of hydrocar- 

) boo wefts. U.S. Patent 5.456.199 describes apparatus 
end methods tor drifting multiple wens from a common 
weHbore at or near tie surface of the earth. U.S. Patent 
4,573,541 describes a downhoie take-off assembly for 
a parent well which includes multiple take-off tubes 
which communicate with branched weDs from a com- 
mon point. 

Branch wets are also Known In the art of well driving 
which branch from multiple points In the parent well as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Branch wefts are created from the 
parent well, bin necessarily the parent well extends be- 
low the branchng point of the primary wel As a result, 
the branching weU is typicaBy of a smaller diameter than 
that of the primary we! which extends below the branch- 
ing point. Furthermore, difficult sealing problems have 
faced the art for establishing communication between 
the branch weland the primary we*. 

For example, U.S. Patent 5,389,648 describes 
methods relating to well Juncture sealing with various 
sets of embodvrwnts to accomplish such sealing. The 
disclosure of tte "848 patent proposes solutions to sev- 
eral serious sealing problems which are encountered 
when establishing branches in a wel. Such sealing 
problems relms to the requirement of ensuring the con- 
nectivity of the branch casing Oner with the parent casing 
and to maintaining hydraulic Isolation of the Juncture un- 
der differential pressure. 

A fundamental problem extols In establishing 
branch weDs al a depth in a primary wort In lhat appara- 
tus for establishing such branch welts must be run on 
parent casing wftich must fit wflhfn intermediate casing 
of the wel Accordingly, any such apparatus for estab- 
lishing branch wefts must have an outer dtametar which 
Is essentially no greater than thai of the parent casing. 
Furthermore. K b desirable that when branch weDs are 
established, they rtsve as large a diameter as pceefcle. 
Sta further, it * desirable that such branch wells be Bned 
with casing which may be established and sealed with 
the branching equipment with conventional casing 
hangers. 

An knportant object of this invention is to provide an 
apparatus and method by which multiple branches con- 
nect to a primary well at a single depth h the wel where 
the branch welb are controlled and sealed with rasped 

s to the primary woll with cenvontionai Unor-tooasing con- 
nections. 

Another important object of this invention to to pro- 
vide a multiple outlet branching sub having an outer oV 
ameter such that It may be run in a well to a deployment 

TO location via primary casing. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a mul- 

tiple outlet branching sub In which multiple outlets are 
fabricated in a retracted state and are expanded while 
downhoie at a branching deployment bcabon to pro- 

" duce maximum branch welt diameters routoed to pro- 
vide conventional inor-to-castng ccmextkm. 

Another object of this hvontbn is to provide appa- 
ratus for downhoie expansion of retracted outlet mem- 
bers in order to direct each outlet Into an arcuate path 

» outwardr/ from the axis of the primary wel and to ex- 
pand the outlets tito an essentially round shape such 
that after a branch weU Is drilled through an outlet, con- 
ventional OneMo-caajng connections can be made to 
such outlet members. 24 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

These objects and other advantages and features 
are provided in a method and apparatus tor establishing 

so multiple branch welts from a parent wel. A multiple 
branching eub is provided lor deplcyrnent n a borehole 
by means of a parent casing through a patent watt The 
branchsig sub includes a branchng chamber which has 
an open first end c( cylindrical shape. The branching 

s* chamber has a second end to which branching outlet 
members are connected. The first end is connected to 
the parent wen casing In a conventional manner, such 
as by threadng, for deployment to a branching location 
in the parent wel. 

< Multiple branching outlet members, each of which 
is vrtegrafly connected to the second end o* the branch- 
ing chamber, provide fluid communication with the 
bnanch^tg chamber. Each of the outlet members ie pre- 
fabricated such that such members are h a retracted 

*s position for insertion of the sub into and down through 
the penxM wofl to a dopfcymont toeatbn beep In f>e wel. 
Each of the multiple outlets Is substantial* totasy wtthin 
an imaginary cylnder which is coaxial wrfi and of sub- 
stantially Ihe same radius as the first end of the branch- 

» ng chamber. The pretabricarlton of the ouOst members 
causes each outlet m&mbor to bo transformed ei croes- 
cscbonal thapo from a round <x circular shape lo an 06- 
tong or other suitable shape such that its outer profile 
fits within the imaginary cylinder. The outer profile of 

» each outlet member cooperates wfth the outer profiles 
of other outlet members to substantially H the area of 
a cross-section of the Imaginary cylinder. As a result, a 
substantially greater cross-sectkxial area of the multiple 
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outlet members to achieved within a cross-eedlon of the 
Imaginary cyflnder aa eomparad with a corresponding 
number of tubular multiple outlet members of circular 
croes-s action. 

The multiple outlet members are constructed of a * 
material which may be plastically deformed by cold 
forming. A terming tool Is used, after the multiple branch- 
ing sub is deployed in the parent wel. to expand at least 
one of the multiple branding outlet members outwardly 
from the connection to the branching chamber. Prefer- to 
ably aO of Ihe outlet members are expanded simultane- 
ously. Simultaneously with the outward expansion, the 
multiple outlets are expanded Into a substantially circu- 
tar radial croea-eoctionaJ shape along their ooa) extent. 

After the multiple outlet members which branch « 
from the branching chamber are expanded, eadi of iho 
muttoto branching outtota are plugged. Next a borehole 
is drilled through a selected one of the multiple branch- 
ing outlets. A substantially round liner is provided 
through the selected branching outlet and into the » 
branch well The Iner of clrcutar croee-eectton to sealed 
to the selected branching outlet circular crow-section 
by means of a conventional casing hanger. A borehole 
and frier to eetabSehed tor a plurafty of the multiple 
branching outlets. A downhole manifold to installed in » 
the branching chamber. Next multiple branch wells are 
completed. The production of each branch well to the 
parent wel to controlled wHh the manifold. 

The apparatus for expanding an outlet ol the multi- 
ple brandting sub inductee an uphoie power and control x 
urd and a downhote operational unit. An electrical wiro- 
Ine cconocta the uphove power end control unit and tho 
downhole operational unt The wireBno provides a 
physical connection for lowering the downhole opera- 
tional unit to the branding tub and provides an etodri- 35 
col path for transmission of power arid bWnsction^ con- 
trol and status signals. 

The downhole operational unit Induces a forming 
mechanism arranged and designed for Insertion In at 
toast one retracted branching outlet member of the sub 40 
(and preferably into alt of the outlet members at the 
same time) and lor expanding the outlet member out- 
wardly from its imaginary cylinder at deptayment. Pref- 
erably each outlet member is expended outwardly and 
expanded to a circular radial erose-tection sfanuRane- « 
ously. The downhole operational unit Includes latching 
and orientation mechanisms which cooperate with cor- 
reepondlng rnechantome of the sub. Such cooperating 
rneehantems allow tie forming mechanism to be radlafly 
oriented within the multiple branching sub so that 9 to » 
aligned with a so tocted outlet of the sub and preferably 
with all of the outlets of the sub. Tho dcwnN>te opera- 
tional unfl rictudos a hydraulic pump and a hood having 
hydraulic fluid lines connected to the hydraulic pump. 
The forming mechanism inductee a hydrauIfcaJry pow- « 
ered forming pad. Atelesoople On* between each form- 
ing pad and head provides pressurized hydraulic fluid 
to the forming pads as they move downwardly while ex- 

panding the outlet members. 
According to a second, alemative embodiment of 

the Invention, a branching sub to provided which allows 
multiple branches from a parent casing without the need 
for sealing Joints and which aOows the use of conven- 
tional wel controlled Kner packer* and casing joints. The 
geometry of the housing of the branching sub allows the 
housing to achieve maximum pressure rating consider- 
ing the size of Ihe branch outlet with regard to the size 
of Ihe parent casing. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP THE DRAWINGS 

The objects, advantages and features of the inven- 
tion will become more apparent by reference to Ihe 
drawings which are appended hereto and wherein an 
Bustratfve embodiment of kSe invention to shown, of 

Figures 1A and 1B Oust rate a prior art triple Iher 
packed in a conductor cas*>g termination hi which 
the outlet members are round during installation 
and are packed to fit wihin the cxriductor casing; 
Figure 2 illustrates a prior art parent or vertical woll 
and lateral branch wets which extend therefrom; 
Figures 3A. 38. and 3C (lustra! e a three outlet 
branching sub accotdhg to a first embodiment of 
the Invention where Figure 3A is a radial cross-sec- 
tion through the branching outlets of the sub. with 
one outlet completely in a retracted position, with 
anothor outlot in a pasOon between ho retracted po- 
stten and its fully expanded position, and the third 
outlot being n a tulfy eapandod poettion, and whora 
Figure 38 is a radial croee-socticn through the 
branching wrtiets of the sub wtth each of the outlets 
fully expanded after deployment h a parent weD, 
and Figure 3C to an axial crose-eection of toe 
branching sub showing two of Ihe branching outlets 
fully expanded to a round shape h which casing has 
boon run into a brancri wel and eeatod with reaped 
to the branching outlets by means ol conventional 
liner hanging packers. 
Figure 4 to a perspective view of a three symmetri- 
cal outlet branching sue of a Qret embodiment of tho 
invention wth the outlet branches expanded. 
Figures 5A, 5B, SC, and 50 ilustrate configurations 
of the first emborJmert of ihe Invention wtto asym- 
metrical branching outlets with at toast one outlet 
having larger internal cSmerutons than the other 
two, with Figure 5A being a radial cross-section 
tnrouoh ttie branching ouUota along In o 5A-5A in a 
retracted position, wth Figure 5B being an axtoJ 
eross-eectlon through ihe snes 58-58 of Figure SA. 
with Figure 5C being a mdfcu croea-sedion along 
In as 5C-5C of Figure SO wth the branching outlets 
in an expanded position, and wth Figure 50 being 
an axial croea-eedten along ines 50-50 of Figure 
5C with the branching outlets in an expanded posi- 
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lion; 
Figures 6A-6E Mustrate radial cross-sect ions of 
several examples of branching outlet configurations 
of the branching sub according to the first embodi- 
ment of the invention, with all outlet branches fully s 
expanded from tteir retracted state during deploy- 
ment in a par em well, with Figure 6A illustrating two 
equal diameter outlet branches. Figure 6B Illustrat- 
ing three equal diameter outlet branches. Figure 
6C, like Figure SC, Australing three outlet branches 10 
with one branch characterized by a targer diameter 
than the other two, with Figure 60 illustrating four 
equal diameter outlet branches, and with Figure 6E 
Hustrai'ng five outlet branches with the center 
branch being of smaller diameter than the other 1S 

tour. 
Figures 7A-7E Dustrate stages of expending the 
outlet members of an expandable branching sub ac- 
cording to the invention, with Figure 7A Itustrating 

.an axial cross-section of the sub showing multiple w 
branching outlets win one euch outlets a retracted 
position and the other such outlet being expanded 
starting with its connection to the branching head 
and continuing expansion downwardly toward the 
tower opening of ihe branching outlets, with Figure & 
7B atostrating a raclaJ cross-sectton at axial posit ton 
B of Figure 7A and assuming that each of three 
symmetrical branchhg outlets are being expanded 
simultaneously, and with Figures 7C through 7E 
showing va/iews stages cf expansion as a function 30 
of axial distance along the branching outlets; 
Figures BA and 68 illustrate respectively in axial 
crtes-eoctton and a radial cross-section along linos 
8B-88. latching and orientation profiles of a branch- 
ing chamber of the branching sub, and Figure BA 35 
further Hustrates an extension leg end supporting 
shoe for deployment in a parent well and for provid- 
ing stability to the branching sub while expanding 
the branching outlets from their retracted position; 
Figure 9 schematically illustrates uphote and down- *o 
hole apparatus lor expanding the branching outlets 
of the branching sub; 
Figure 10 illustrates steps of the process of expand- 
ing and forming the branching outlets with a pres- 
sure forming pad of the apparatus of Figure 9; 45 
Figures 11A-11H iluetrats steps of an btsteSalton 
sequence for a nodal branching sub and lor creating 
branch wefts from a parent weH 
Figure 12 Hustrates a branching sub deployed In a 
parent wel and further iOustratos branch well Oners » 
hung from branching outlets and still further illus- 
trates production apparatus deployed in the branch- 
ing sub for controlling production from branch wels 
into the parent wett 
Figures 13A and 138 c^cmetricafly iiustrate the in- ss 
crease in branch well size achievable for this inven- 
tion as compared with prior art conventional axial 
branch wells Iran liners packed at the end of parent 

casing; 
Figures 14A-14D are illustrative sketches of nodal 
branching according to the invention where Figure 
14A Hustrates establishing e node in a parent well 
and establishing branch wells at a common depth 
pont In the parent weB. aN of which communicate 
with a parent well at the node of the parent were with 
Figure 148 3(ustrating an expanded branching sub 
which has had its branching outlets expanded be- 
yond the diameter of the parent casing and formed 
K> bo substantially round; wfth Figure 14C illustrat- 
ing using a primary node and secondary nodes to 
produce rrytjrocarbona from a sh^to strata, and with 
Figure 140 illustrating using an expanded branch- 
ing sub from a primary node to reach multiple sub- 
terranean targets; 
Figure 15A (frustrates a two outlet version of a 
branching sub according to the first embedment of 
the Invention, with Figures 15B, 158*, 15C, and 150 
Wustrating cross-sect tonal profiles of such two out- 
1st version of a branching sub with an afiemative 
post-forming tool at various depth locations in the 
outlet members; 
Figure 16 Htustrates a two arm altemaiive version 
of a poet-form ng loot 
Figures 17A-170 illustrate the operation of such al- 
ternative post-forming toot; 
Figures 18A-IBE illustrate a branching sub accord- 
ing to the first embodiment of the invention with con- 
cave deformation of the branching outlets; 
Figures 19A-19C mustrate an alternative actuating 
apparatus according to the Invention. 
Figure* 20A and 208 illustrate a second embodi- 
ment of the Invention where Figure 20A is en sxte- 
rky view of a branching sub with a main ptoe and a 
lateral branching outlet and Figure 208 Is an axial 
sacBun view of such branching sub; 
Figures 21A and 21B are axial and radial section 
views of the branching sub of Figures 20A and 20B 
but in a retracted state, and Figures 21C and 210 
are axial and radial section views of the branching 
sub of Figure* 20Aand208in an expended state; 
Figure 22 Is a graph which shows that the yield 
strength of lh* housing material of the branching 
sub increase* with the rate of deformation during 
expansion; 
Figure 23 a a schematic llustratton of the branching 
sub according to a second embodiment of the in- 
vention where lateral or branch holes are created 
from the main body of the tub or subs to reach dis- 
tinct formations from one main borehole; 
Figure 24 illustrates the use of a deflecting tool 
which may be inserted within the main pipe of the 
branching sub whereby a drilling tool which enters 
from the top of the sub may be oVeded into the lat- 
eral outlet; 
Figure 25 8lust rales two branching subs connected 
in tandem with Ihe tandem connection placed h a 

4 
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series of casing links of a casing string; and 
Figures 26A and 268 IBuetrate a cap which may be 
welded across the branching outlet In order to close 
it off for certain wafl operations. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

As described above, Figures 1A and 1B ilustrata 
the problems with prior art apparatus and methods for 
establishing branch wees from a parent weB. Figures 1A 
and 1B show radial and axial aoss-eections of multiple 
outlet finers 12 hung end sealed from a large diameter 
conductor pipe 10. The outlet* are round in order to fa- 
dfltate use of conwrrtond Inng hanger peckers 14 to 
seal the outlet Bners 12 for communication with the con- 
ductor pipe 10. The arrangement of Figures 1A and 18 
requires that multiple round outlets of diameter Do fit 
w^hthecfiametwDslrttrwccrxfuctor pfce 10. In many 
eases, especially where the conductor pipe must be de- 
ployed at a depth in the wefl. rather than at the surface 
of the wen. B is notfeesfete to provide a borehole of suf- 
ficient outer diameter to allow branch well outlets or suf- 
ficient diameter to be installed 

The technique of providing branch wells according 
to the prior art arrangement depicted in Figure 2 creates 
branch welts 22,24 from a primary welt 20. Special seal- 
ing arrangements 26, unlike conventional casing hang- 
ers, must be provided to seal a lined branch well 22,24 
to the primary wefl 20. 
Description of Branching Sub Arxorduig to a First 
Embodiment of the Invention 

Figures 3A. 38, and 3C Bust rat* a branching sub 
30 according to the fcwentton. The branching sub in- 
cludes a branching chamber 32 (which may be con- 
nected to and carried by parent well casing {See parent 
cashg 604of Figure 12)). and multiple outlet member*; 
tor example three outlet members 34.36, 39 Illustrated 
In Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C. Figure 3A is a radial cross- 
eection view through the branching chamber 32 which 
ilustrates one outlet member 34 in a retracted stele, a 
eecond outlet member 36 In the state of being expanded 
outwordry, and a tMnJ ouHot mombof 38 which has boon 
tufty expanded outwardly. (Figure 3A is presented for il- 
lustrative purposes, because accordng to trie Invention 
H a prsferrod to expand and drcutariza each of tho out- 
lets *lmuttaneously.) In the retracted state, each outlet 
is deformed as shown particularly for outlet member 34. 
A round tube is deformed such that its cross-sectional 
interior area remains essentially the *ame as that of a 
circular or round tube, but its exterior shape Is such that 
A fits cooperatrvory wtfi the deformed shape of tho other 
outlet members, all within an imaginary cylinder having 
a diameter essentially (he same as that of the branching 
chamber 32. tn lhat way the branching chamber 32 and 
Rs retracted outlet member* have an effective outer di- 

ameter which atows it to be run in a parent wefl to a 
deployment location while attached to a parent casing. 
Outlet member 34 n its retracted ctate is illustrated « 
an oblong shape, but other retracted shapes may also 
prove to have advantageous charactonstica. For exam- 
ple, a concave central area of deformation in the outer 
side of a retraoed outlet member may be advantageous 
to provide a sister outlet member. Such deformation is 
progressively greater and deeper starting from the top 
to the bottom of the outlet member. 

Figure 3A shows outlet member 33 in a stale of be- 
ing expanded in an arcuate path outwardly from the 
branching chamber 32 while simultaneously behg 
rounded by a downhcte fctntog-expancfing tc4 that Is 
descrfced beta* The arrows labeled F represent forces 
bong appeed fcom t>« Interior of tfio outlet mombor 36 
h order to expend that outlet member both outwardly in 
an arcuate pati away from branching chamber 32 and 
to circularize I from Re retracted state (a* Is the condi- 
tion of outlet member 34) to ft* expanded or fully de- 
ployed stale Ifes outlet member 3a 

Figure 38 is a radial crow-section as viewed by 
Ones 3B-3B of Figure 3C through ibe branching sub 30 
at the level of outlet members 36. 38. Figure 3C illus- 
trates conventional easing iners 42. 44 which have 
been installed rwough branching chamber 32 and Into 
respective outlet members 36, 38. Conventional (her 
hanging packe*46.48 seal casing (here 42.44to outlet 
members 36,33. As illustrated in Figures 3B and 3C. If 
the diameter Ds2 of the branching chamber 32 is the 
same as the diameter Dsl of the conductor pipe of prior 
art Figure IB, hen the outlet diameter D0 of Figure 3C 
to 1.35 time* as great as the outer diameter Do of Figure 
1 a The Brwocss-s»cttonal area S,ot the »ub of Figure 
3C b 1.82 times as great as the liner crosa-eectional 
area So of Figura l^VVhenfufV expand the effective 
diameter of the expanded outlet members 34.36,38 ex- 
ceeds that of the Ranching chamber 32. 

Experiment have been conducted to prove the foa- 
sfbiflty of manifacturing branching sub 30 with outlets 
in a retracted Hate, and later operational* expanding 
outwardly and wxJing the outlet*. 
Experiment Phase 1 

Two casng size* were selected; afir«tont. onemo- U^kngwa3 7exhdk^twca5}ngwthawaCthk:k7wm 
of 45 mm the second was one meter long and was 7 
inch diameter casing wfth a wall thickness of 8 mm. A 
hydrauBc jack was designed for placement in a casing 
lor expandng 1 Each casing was successfully pre- 
formed nto an efeptical shape, e.g. to simulate the 
shape of outler. member 34 in Rgure 3A and reformed 
nto circular shape white using a circularizing forming 
head with the pck. Circularity, Gke that of outlet member 
38 of Figure 3A was achieved with plus or minus dttor- 
ence from parted drculartty of 2 mm. 
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Experiment Phase 2 
Two, one meter long. 7 Inch diameter, 23 pound 

casings went machined axial y at an angle of 2.5 de- 
grees. The two casings were joined together al their ma- * 
chined surfaces by electron beam (EB) welding. The 
joined casings were deformed to fit Inside an 11 Inch 
diameter. The welding at the junction of the two casings 
and the casings themselves had no visible cracks. The 
maxtoium diameter was 10.7 inches; the minimum dl- t* 
ameter was 10.5 Inches. 
a) Machinery 

Before milling each casing at an angle of 2.5 de- « 
grees, a spacer was temporarily welded at ts end lo 
avoid possible deformation during machining. Next 
each casing was machined roughly and then finished to 
assure that each machined surface was ooplanar with 
the other. The spacer welded at the end of the casing so 
was machhed at the same lime. 
b) Welding 

The two machined casings were assembled togeth- zs 
er with a pg, pressed together and carefully positioned 
to maintain alignment of the machined surfaces. The as- 
sembly was then fixed by several tungsten Inert gas 
(TIG) spot welds and the jig was removed. In an EB 
wekflng chamber, the two machhed casings were spot oo 
welded alternately on boil sides to avoid possible de- 
formation which could open a gap between the two 
surfaces. Next, about 500 mm were EB welded on one 
side; the combination was turned over and EB welded 
on the other side. Ftoaty the bottom of the combination » 
was EB welded and turned over again to complete the 
wetting. The result was satisfactory: the wetd fillet was 
continuous without any toss of material As a result, the 
two machined surfaces of the casings were joined with 
no gap. 40 

c) Deformation 
Deformation was done with a special jig of two por- 

tions of half cylinders pushed against each other by a « 
jack with a force of 30 metric tone {66,000 pounds). The 
hal cyflndars had an Inside diameter which was s&ghUy 
smaller than 11 inches, /xcordJngry, the final diameter 
of the cWormedassembty was tees than 11 inches when 
lhejunctxxiwaedotocmod.Pf>eriw » 
|unctbn to aid deformation of the outlet where it Is crtti- 
cafc at the end of the tube where the deformation is max- 
imal A large wedge with a 5 degree angle was installed 
between the two outlets to tad Stale flattening them « 
when defwmtog. The deformation started at the outlets. 
Force was applied on the p-Oers and simultaneously on 
the jack. A force of about one ton was continuousfy ap- 

pBed to the pliers; the outside jig was mored down in 
steps 0*125 mm; al each step a lorce erf 13 metric tens 
(33.000 pounds) was applied. The operation was re- 
peated with a force of 20 metric tons (44,000 pounds), 
and the end of the outlets started to flatten cn the wedge. 
The process was completed at a force of 33 molric tons 
(66,000 pounds). The resulting deformec weduet was 
satisfactory. 

ft b preferred to modify the shape dl the piers in 
such a way that the piers deform the autfet with a 
smooth angle and to wetd the wedge after deforms! ton, 
rather than before, and to weld R by us eg two large 
wedges on each side of it to avoid a "nesalwe- defor- 
mation of this area Exp«rri^lPt^ee«2wascov^odaiacc^time, 
but with a steel sheet metal eliflonor wofcbd afong the 
EB welds of both sides of the junction of the two casings. 
The junction was deformed as to Experiment Phase 2 
to fit wfthfn an 11 Inch diameter. A jack «fth a force of 
30 metric tons (66.000 pounds) was usetlPtars,asfor 
the first Junction, were not used. A large wedge was 
used for the first junction with a 5 degree angle cut to 
two and instiled on ooch oido of tho wokwd wadge bo- 
tween the two outlets to facilitate ftattentogof the outlets 
when oetonning. The deformation started at toe outlets 
and.continuod toward the Junction. This coeration was 
repeated wfth a force of 30 metric tone. Tie end of the 
outlets started to flatten on the wedge. Ths portion most 
difficult to deform was around the jundion sf the casings 
where the outlets are complete inside tut welded to- 
gether, where the wekJed surface is between iho top of 
the Inside ellipse and the top of the outsiJo ofstoee. As 
a resutt of this experiment, a higher capaoty jack of 50 
metric tons force was provided. 
Experiment Phase 3 

A full length prototype with two 7 lnchcas*>gs con- 
nected to a 9 5/B inch casing was manJactured and 
pressure teatedL Testing stopped at 27 bar because de- 
formation was occurring without pressure variation. 
a) Machining 

Machining was performed in the sane way as for 
the two previous junctions except that thelenesh of the 
casings was 1.25 meters instead of 1 meter, and a 
p/owe was machriod around tho olliptca prc**e to en- 
hance the EBwekJtog process. Addaiovaly abfendhole 
was machined on Iho ptane of the cut of each casing to 
install a pin between ths two casings tosrovide better 
positioning. The upper adapter was macfirwd out of a 
eofid bar of steel or a numerically controfied m*ing ma- 
chine to provide a continuous profile between »»o 7 inch 
castoga, with a Z 5 degree angle, and the t SB inchcas- 
tog. The adapter was machined to accept a plug. The 
toner diameter of the tower end of the 7 inch casings 
was machined to accept the expanding pugs. 
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b) Welding 
The twomachned casings wore assembled togeth- 

er with a jig and pressed together. The assertory was 
then fixed together by several spot TIG welds and the 
jig was removed. In an EB chamber, the two parts were 
EB spot welded alternately on both sides to avoid pos- 
sible deformation. Then the two casings were EB weld- 
ed on ona side: the assembly was turned over and EB 
welded on the other side. The assembled casings were 
joined satisfactory An adapter was then TIG welded 
on the assembled casings as wefl as a wedge In be- 
tween the 7 inch casings. 
c) Pressure Testing 

Deformation Owing pressure testing was measured 
using two linear potentiometers placed on the EB weU. 
The pressure was increased by steps of 5 bar. and the 
value of the potenBometerwas recorded at almosphertc 
pressure, at the given pressure, and when returned to 
atmospheric pressure. As a result of such pressure test- 
ing, it was determined that the total plastic deformation 
of the casings near their junction was 4.7 mm and out- 
wardly of their junction was 3.7 mm 

Experiment Phase 3 showed that the deformation 
at 27 bar was too high. Nevertheless, the deformation 
was localized in a smaD area. The upper adapter and 
the large casing wekfing act as stiffeners. It was deter- 
mined to add a stifoner in the plane of welding which 
can be 'anchored* in the area of low deformation. 
Experiment Phase 4 

A ful length prototype with two 7 inch casings (9 
mm thickness) connected to a 9 86 bxh casing was de- 
formed to fit inside a 10.6 inch cylinder. This delcrmauon 
was performed using the same pg used for Experiment 
Phase 3, but with a jack with SO metric tons capacity 
instead of 30 metre tons. 
a) Deformation Jig 

The deformation fig was modified to accept a higher 
deforming force and the bar which supports the fixed 
half shell was reHoreed The fg was bolted on a frame 
arxi a crano was nciudod In the frame to 1*1 tha Junction 
and displace I during the deformation process. 
b) Deforming Process 

The change d Dimension ol the joined casing dur- 
ing deformation was measured using a sBdbg gauge. 
Such change of dimension was measured before apply- 
ing the pressure, underpressure and after releasing the 
pressure. Deformation started at the middle of the junc- 
tion where it is stifles! and continued toward the ends of 
the outlets because the deformation must be larger at 

the outlets. The deformation on the bottom of the Junc- 
tion was too high on the first run and reached nearly 10 
taches. At the mkJdto of the junction, the deformation 
was about 10.6 inches. Except for the bottom end which 

5 was deformed too much with negative curvature around 
the wedge, the remainder of the junction stayed around 
10.6 inches. The maximum pressure applied was 670 
bar which required a force of 48 metric tons. For joining 
and deforming casings of thicker tubes, the jig must be 

to rebuilt to accept lajge deforming forces. 
c) Conclusion 

The deformation of the prototype of Experiment 
« Phase 4 was conducted easfty with the new jig. The cas- 

ings were reopened to the original shape. 
Figure 4 is e perspective view of the branching sub 

X of Figures 3A, 33, 3C where the branching sub is 
shown eiler expenebn. Threads 31 are provided at the 

zo top end of branching chamber 32. Threads 31 enable 
branching sub X to be connected to a parent casing lor 
deployment at a sudterranoan Vocation. Outlet members 
34. 36. 38 are shown expanded as they would took 
downhoie at the end of a parent weD. 

as Figures 5A-5D dbstrate an aJtemaUve three outlet 
branching sub 301 according to the fcwentiont Figures 
5A and 5B illustrate h radial and axial cross-eectton 
views the sub 301 h its retracted posUon. Outlet mem- 
bers 341,361 and 331 are illustrated with outlet member 

so 361 being about equal to tt» ccrnbinod raalal cross-sec- 
tional area of outlet members 341 and 381 combined. 
Each of the outlet members are deformed inwardly from 
a round tubular shape to tho shapo« ai iirustratod in Ftg- 
ure 5A whereby the cornbined deformed areas of outlet 

*s members 341, 361 and 381 substantially fill Ihe circular 
area of branching chamber 321. Other deformation 
shapes may be advantageous as mentioned above. 
Each deformed shepe of outlet members 341. 361 and 
381 of Figure 5A is characterized by {for example, of the 

40 outkrt member 34 V a circular outer section 342 and one 
or more conn eel r.j. non-circular sections 343, 345. 
Such non-circular sections 343, 343 are cooperatively 
shaped With section 362 of outlet member 361 and 332 
of outlet member 351 so as to maximize the internal ra- 

<5 dfai cross-secttoneJ areas of outlet members 341. 361 
and 381. Figures SC and SO ■ustrate the branching sub 301 
of Figures 5A and 58 after Is outlet merribere have been 
fully expanded after dec*cyment in a parent we*. Outlet 

BO members 361 and 381 are illustrated as having been 
simultaneously expanded In a gently curving path out- 
wardty from the axis of branding chamber 321 and ex- 
panded radnify to torn orcutar tubutar shapes from the 
deformed retracted state of Figures 5A and 58. 

58 Figures 6A-6E show in schematic term Ihe size of 
expanded outlet members as compared to that of Ihe 
branching chamber. Figure 6A shows two outlet mem- 
bers 241, 242 which have been expanded from a de- 

7 
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formed retracted state. The diametere of outlet mom- 
bere 241 and 242 are substantially greater in an expand- 
ed state as compared to their drcutar diameters if they 
could not be expanded Figure 68 repeats the case of 
Figure 38. Figure SC repeats the uneven triple outlet « 
configuration as shown in Figures 5A-5D. Figure 6D fr- 
ustrates tour expandable outlet members from a 
branching chamber 422. Each of the outlet members 
441.442,443.445 are of the same diameter. Figure 6E 
illustrates five outlet members, where outlet member 
545 is smaller than the other four outlet members 541. 
542.543,544. Outlet member 545 may or may not be 
deformed in the retracted state of the branching sub. 
Description ct Weeded for Expending a Detormed 
Retracted Outlet Member 

Figures 7A-7E Itustrate downhole forming heads 
122,124,126orjerat«igatvBrk^o>pdis In outlet mem- 
bers 39, 34.3R As shcww<xi the right hand side of Fig- 
ure 7 A. a generabed forming head 122 is shown ae it 
enters a deformed retracted outlet member, for example 
outlet member 36. at location a Each of the forming 
heads 122.124.126has not yet reached an outlet mem- 
ber, but the heads have already begun to expand the 
outlet wan of branch*g chamber 32 outwardly as illus- 
trated in Figure 7B. The forming heads 122. 124,126 
continue to expand the outlet members outwardly as 
shown allocation C. Figure7C shows the lormingheads 
122.124.126 expanding the outlet members outwardly 
whle simultaneously circularizing them. Forming pads 
123.125.127 ar* forced outwardly by a piston in aaeh 
of the rcrmhg heads 122.124,126. The forming heads 
simultaneously bear against central wal region 150 
which acts as a reaction body so as to wmuttaneousry 
expand and form the outlet members 38. 34.36 while 
balancing reactive forces whle eoopandlng. Figures 70 
and 7E illustrate the forming step at locations D and E 
of Figure 7A. 

Figures BA and SB Hustrate an aaoaHy extending 
slot 160 in the branching chamber 32 of branching sub 
30. Such slot 160 cooperates with an orienting and 
latching sub of adownhote forming tool for radial pooi- 
tiening of such orienting and laWting sub lor f ormlngand 
expanding the muWple outlet members ctownhoJe. A 
notch 182 h branching chamber 32 is used to latch the 
downhole forming toot at a predetermined axial position. 

An extension leg 170 protect* downwardly from the 
central wall region 150 of branching sub 30. A foot 172 
is carried at the end of extension leg 170. In operation, 
foot 172 is towered to the bottom of the borehole at the 
deployment location, R provides support to branching 
eub X during fonning tool expandfrg and other opera- 
tions. 

Description of Forming Tooi 
a) Description of Erncodriient of Figures 9.10 

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the forming tool used to 
expand multiple outlet members, for example ccflet 
members 34,36.38 of Figures 3A.3G.andX and=tg- 
urrn 7a 7C. 70 and 7E. The forming tool includes up- 
hoe apparatus 100 and downhoto apparatus 200. The , 
up**» apparatus ICWir^u^sac^onljcmJcomriitar 
102 programmed to control telemetry and power apply 
un& 104 and to receive commands from and oTspfes, in- 
tonpanonto a human operator. An uphote winch unM06 
h» an electrical wtrettne 110 epcoied thereon tor tow- 
ering ctownhoie apparatus 200 through a parent wsfl 
casing and trrto (he brancrung chamber 32 ct a bnsch- 
hg sub 30 which is connected to and carried aitheend 
of the parent casing 

The) down hots apparatus 200 includes a corworv 
tional cafcto head 202 wtVch pcwtdea a eUengtVetadri- 
a* connection to wtreine 110. A telemetry, power sup- 
ples and controls module 204 Includes oonverdJonri te- 
lemetry, power supply and control circuits which function 
to communicate with uphole computer 102 via wirttoe 
11ft and to provide power and oontrol signalt to dcwn- 
hoto modules. Hydraulic power unit206 includes a con- 
ventional electrically powered hydraulic pump for oro- 
duang downhoto pressurized hydraulic fluid An rent- 
ing and teaching sub 208 Includes a latdiing device2l0 
(sdiematicalV Illustrated) tor fating within notch 1£2 of 
brsnchng chamber 32 of Figure BAand an rarientiriBde-. 
vke 212 (schematfca&y Blustrated) for cooperating wtlh 
»fct 160 d branching chambor 32. Whwi the dowrrtoto 
nr?mii1ir» 200 b towofd into branching »ub 30. orarS- 
^devw212errte™thesJd160rjndt»edowr« 
pesatua 200 is further towered untl the latoMngdkwtos 
2ifl enters and latches wfthln notch 162. 

Fixed traveling head 213 provides rrydrauftc fluid 
OTvnuntortion between hydraulic power unit 206 and 
fht transforming heads 122,124.126. for exarole 
Teesccoic links 180 provide pressurized hydraulic 1ud 
to Taveerig forming heads 122.124.126 as the heads 
122.124,126 move downwardly within the multiple out- 
lei members, for example outlet members 34.36,2d 
F^ires 7B-7E Monttorirtg heads 1S2,184,IBOareoro- 
vtkd so determine the radial distance moved whle ra- 
defly faming an outlet member. 

Figure 10 Dlustratee traveling forming heads 126. 124. l22hd^oronl«tag<wo<lorrTOngano<rtk3»fT«r^ 
ofarw^ching eub 30. Rxrranghood 126 i* shown tnoU- 
tetrrwrnber 36. which b frustrated by a heavy shebsfere 
rarJaJ farming in the retracted outlet member 36. The 
otUet member is shown ti light fries 36*. 36', where the 
odd member is depicted as 36* in an irtermedata 
stage of forming end as 36'm Is final formed ste^. 

TrWilorrntoghead 124 Is shown as Hie raxaflybrrtv 
hg rebutted outlet member 34 (h light One)loan rtar- 
rrediate stage 34". A final stage is illustrated as circjlar- 
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(zed outlet member 34". The forming head 124, like the 
other two forming heads 126.122. Includes a piston 151 
on which forming pad 125 la mounted. Piston 151 is 
forced outwardly by hydraulic fluid appBed to opening 
hydraulic fine 152 and is forced inwardly by hydraulic 
fluid applied to dosng hydraulic fine 154. A caliper sen- 
sor 184 to provided to determine the amount of radial 
travel of pbton 151 and forming pad 125, for example. 
Suitable seals are provided between the piston 151 and 
the forming head 124. 

The forming head 122 and forming pad 123 are B- 
tustrated In Figure 10 to indicate that under certain cir- 
cumstances the shape of the outlet member 38 may be 
"over expended* to crease a slightly ofckoog shaped out- 
let, such that when nrfal forming force from forming pad 
123 and forming head 122 Is removed, the outlet wil 
spring back into a charier shape due to residual •tastb- 
hy of the steel outlet member. 

At the level of tte branching chamber 32. forming 
heads 122,124,126, beJanee each other against the 
reaction forces whs* forcing the walls of the chamber 
outwardly. Accordingly (he forming heads 122,124,126 
are operated simutaneously. lor example at level B of 
Figure 7A while forcing the lower end of the wall of the 
branching chamber 32 outward* When a forming head 
122 enters an outlet member 38 for example, the pad 
reaction forces are evenly supported by the central wad 
region 150 of the branching chamber 32. The telescopic 
links 180 may be rotated a smafl amount so that the 
forming pads 127.125.123 can apply pressure to the 
right or left from the normal axis and thereby improve 
the roundness or circuteriry of the otnlot members. After 
a forming sequence m performed, for example at loca- 
tion D in Figure 7A, tie pressure b released horn piston 
151. and the telescopic finks 180 lower the forming 
heads 122, tor example, down by one step. Then the 
pressure is raised again for forming tha outlet members 
and so forth. 

The composition of the materials of which the 
branching sub 30 is constructed is pref erabry of an altoy 
steel with austentc structure, such as manganese 
steel, or nickel alleys such as 'MoneT and Inconer se- 
ries. Such materials provide substantial ptastlcdeforma- 
tjon with cold loaning tiereby providing strengthening, 
b) Deecriptbn of Alemetfvs Embodiment of Figures 
ISA-ISO, 16andl7A-17D 

An alternative post-forming tod b illustrated in Fig- 
ures 15A, 15B. 158T. 15C, 150,16, and 17A-170. The 
post-forming tool 1500 Is supported by common do-wrv 
hoie components of Rgure 9 Irx^uding a cable head 202, 
telemetry, power supplies and controls module 204. hy- 
draulic poww unil 206and an orienting ond lafchirg swb 
208. Figure 16 iBwarstoe thai poet-forming tool 1500 in- 
cludes a travel actuator 1510. A piston 1512 of travel 
actuator 1510 moves from an upper retracted position 
as shown in Figure 17 A to a tower extended position as 

shown h Figures 17C and 170. Figure 17B shows the 
piston 1512 in an intermediate position. Piston 1512 
moves to intermediate posftions depending on the de- 
sired travel positions of forming heads in the outlet mem- 

* bars. 
Figures 16 and 17D Uusuate a two forming head 

embodiment of the post-tormng tool 1500 where two 
outlet members (e.g., tee outlet members 1560 and 
1562 of Figures 15A-15D) are Btustraled Three or more 

ia outlet members may be provided with a corresponding 
number of forming heads and actuators provided Links 
1514 connect the piston 1512 to actuator cyflndere 
1516. Accordingly, actuator cylinders 1516 are forced 
downwardly into outlet members 1560.1562 as piston 

'* 1512 moves downwardly. 
Actuator cylinders 1516 each include a hydrauScal- 

ry driven piston 1518 which receives pressurized hy- 
draulic fluid from hydraufic power unit 206 (Figure 9) via 
travel actuator 1510 and inks 1514. The piston 1518 b 

so h an upper position as lustra ted in Figures 17A and 
17C and in a lower position as illustrated in Figures 17B 
and 170. 

The actuator cylinders 1516 are prvotaDy finked via 
links 1524 to forming pads 1520. The pistons 1518 are 

25 tnked via rods 1526 to expanding rofers 1522. As 
shown in Figures 17A and 15?. the forming pads 1520 
enter an opening of two retracted outlet members as il- 
lustrated in Figure 15B. The expanding rollers 1522and 
terming pads 1520 are in a retracted position within re- 

so traded outlet members 1560.1562. 
The piston 1512 is stroked downwardly a small 

amount to move actuator cylinders 1516 downwarotya 
small amount Next, pistons 1518 are stroked down- 
wardly causing expanding toners 1522 to move along 

as the inclined interior face ol terming pads 1520 causing 
the pads to push outwartfy against the Interior wafia cf 
retracted outlet members 1560, 1562 unlfl the outlet 
members achieve a circular shape at that level Simul- 
taneously, the outlet members are forced outwardly 

40 from the axis of the mutt eta outlet sub 1550. Next, the 
pistons 1518 are stroked upwardly, thereby returning 
the expanding rollers 1522 to the positions as shown in 
Figure 15C. The pbton 1512 is stroked another small 
distance downwardly thereby moving the forming pads 

«5 1520 further down into the outlet members 1560.1562. 
AgaK the pistons 1519 era stroked downwardly to fur- 
ther expand me c^let members 1560. 1562 outwardly 
and to circularize the outlets. The process is continued 
untB the positions of Figures 150 and 170 are reached 

to which illustrate the position of the lomrring pads 1520 
and actuator cylinders 1516 at the distal end of the mu*- 
uplo outlet members 1560, 1562. 
Description oT Method tor Prwkting 0rfr>ch W*tb 

s? 
Figures 11A-11H and Figure 12 describe me proc- 

ess for establishing branch wells from a branching sub 
30 in a well The branching sub 30 is illustrated as having 
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three outlet members 34.36.38 (per 9w example of Fig- 
uroe 3A. 38, 3C and Figures 7A-7E) but any number of 
outlets may also be used as ilust rated In Figures SA- 
GE. Only the outlets 36.36 are sfostrated from the axial 
cross-sectional views presented, but of course a third 
outlet 34 exists for a three outlet exempts, but it Is not 
viable In ihe views of Figures HA-ltHor Figure 12. 

Figure 11A shows that the branching sub 30 is first 
connected to the lower end of a parent casing 604 which 
is convoyed through tteimedtate casing 602 (it 
present). Intermedtate casing602 lines the welbcre and 
Is typicaSy run through surface casing600. Surface cas- 
ing 600 and Intermediate casing 602 are typieaRy pro- 
vided to fine the wettxxe. The parent casing 604 may 
be hung from intermediate casing 602 or from Ihe well- 
head at the surface o< the oarti or on a production plat- 
form. 

The outlet members 36. 3B (34 not shown) are h 
the retracted position. Slot 160 and notch 162 are pro- 
vided In branching chamber 32 of branchmg »ub 30 (see 
Figure 12) to cooperate with orienting device 212 and 
tatehhg device 210 of orienting and latching sub20Bof 
downhoie apparatus 200 (See Figure 9\ When the par- 
ent casftg 604 to set ctownhoia. the branching sub 30 
may be oriented by rotating the parent casing 604 or by 
rotating only the branching sub 30 where a swivel joint 
b installed (not illustrated) st the connection of the 
branching sub X with the parent well casing 604. The 
orienting process may be monsored and controlled by 
gyroscopic or inclinometer survey methods 
Description of Alternative Embedment of Figures 18A- 
18Fandl9A~19C 

Figures 18A-1BF Uustrate concave deformation of 
outlet members In a retracted state of a branching sub 
according to an aitematrve embodiment of the Inverrtton. 
Ths outlets are shaped similar to thai of a ruled euriace 
shea Concave deformation of retracted outlet mem- 
bers, under certain circumstances, provides advantag- 
es for particular outlet arranjements, especially lor 
three or more outlet nodal Junctions. 

Figure ISA ifustrates. In a radial cross section 
through lines ISAof the bratiohng chamber 1821, of the 
branching aub 1850 of Figure 188. that the outlets have 
a concave shape. Stiffening stnxture 1900 Is provided 
at the Juncture of each outlet member 1881.1842.1861 
with its neighbor. As a result, the area that is capable of 
plastic oeformation is reduced as the number of outlets 
increases. ProvkSng the retracted shape of ths outlet 
members, as In Figures iBAandlBS, allows minimiza- 
tion of the area to be deformed, and simultaneously re- 
spects the principle of deformation of a ruled surface 
shell that aBows expansion by post-forming with a min- 
imum of energy required. Figure 1BA illustrates an en- 
velope 1810 of the overall diameter of the branching sub 
1850 when the outlet members 1881,1642,1861 are 
retracted The arrow 1806 perils to a circled area of 

structural roinjorcoment. Arrow 1804 points to an area 
of concave deformation of the outlets b branching 
chamber 1821. 

Figure 18C Must rates the branching sub 1850 at a 
longitudinal position at the Junction of the outlet mem- 
bers with a radial cross section through tines 18C ot Fig- 
ure 18& Arrow 1910 points to the outer envelope of the 
branching sub in its retracted state. Figure 18D illus- 
trates the branching sub 1850 near the end of the outlets 
while in a retracted state. Arrow 1810 points to the outer 
envelope of branching sub 1850 in the retracted stale, 
while arrows 1681\ 1842* and 186V pott to dashed She 
outlines of the outlet members 1881.1842 end 1861, 
respectively, after expansion. 

Figures 18E and 18F Hustrate the branching sub 
1950 to an expanded state where Figure 1 BE Is a radial 
cross section of through the outlet members el the end 
of the outlet Arrow 1810 points to the outer envelope of 
the branching eub 1B50 when in a retracted state; arrow 
1810" pc*its to the outer envelope when the outlet rpem- 
bers 1881*. 1842 and 1861' have been expanded. 

A preferred way of placing the outlet members 
1881.1842.1881 Into the retraced state of Figures 18A- 
18D le to construct the sub wtth the geometry of Figure 
18E and apply concave ptiere along Ihe vertical plan of 
axb symmetry of the Junction. The deformation is pro- 
gressrvery greater and deeper starting from the top of 
the outlet members (Figure 1BA) to the bottom of the 
outlet members. The entire Junction of outlet members 
1881.1B42.1861 to branching chamber 1621 prefera- 
bly includes wefcfng of super plastic materials such as 
nickel-based alloys (Monet or I neon el. for example) in 
the deformed areas and materials of higher yield 
strength In tho rvDn-deTormed port of the branching tub. 
Electron beam wefcshg is a preferred method of welding 
the cxampcettft shel ot the branching sub. because elec- 
tron beam welding minimtzos welding Inducod stresses 
and allows Joining of sections of different compositions 
and thick wans wtth minimum be* of strength. 

Figures 19 A. l9Band 19C Hustrate a post-forming 
tool 1926 similar to me post4orming tool of Figures 158- 
150 and 16 described above. An actuator sonde (not 
shown) supports the poet-forming tool 1926 including 
actuator 1910, push rod 1927. and forming rotters 1929. 
Figure 19A shows an axial section ocherratic of the 
posl-forming tool 1926 operating In one outlet member 
1881 of branching sub 1850 when It begins to expand 
such outlet member Figure 190 illustrates a similar axb! 
section where actuator 1910 has been strotod outward- 
ly to force push rod 1927 and traveOng forming head 
1928 downward, wrffi forming rollers 1929 expanding 
outlet member 1881 outwardly while iJrrofflaneous*/ 
roundng it Figure 19C shows a vertical cross section 
throes tho branching sub 1850 wSh a traveSng forming 
head 1928 In each of the three outlet members 1B81. 
1842.1861. Forming rofters 1929force the concave por- 
tion of outlet members 1881,1842 and 1861 outwardly 
while support rollers 1931 are supported against sifflen- 
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ng structure 1800. Push beam* 1933 provide a frame 
lor rotational* supporting forming roller* 1929 and sup- 
port rollers 1931. Springs and shkage* (not fllustraied) 
am provided among pwh beams 1933. forming rotors 
1929, and support rollers 1931 to insure thai alt mowig 
parts retract to a top position so that the overall tod* 
arneter collapses to tie oTamsler of Ihe branching cham- 
ber 1821 (Figure IBB) of the branching sub 1B50. 

In operation, the traveling forming head 1928 of Frg- 
uras 19A-19Cfoflovm a sequence of stops similar to tat 
described above with respect to Figures 17A-17D. The 
poet-formhg tool 1926 Is conveyed by mean* of a wire- 
bw and its associated sonde wtth cable heao\ telemetry 
power suppfiee and controta sub. hydraulic power »*. 
and orienting and latching sub. and Is set so that 
actuator 1910 seats above the top of me Junction of sat- 
•ning structure 1800. The travelng tomUrig head 192B, 
comprising push beam* 1933 carrying forming rosters 
1929 and support roBert 1931, Is pushed downward* 
by powering actuator 1910 so that the expereionofeach 
outlet member (eg,. 1881.1842.1861) begins at its top 
and where 1 exits fromthe branching chamber 1821 and 
continue* to the lower end of each outlet member. This 
sequence i* repeated until the proper circular shape « 
achieved Figure 11B illustrates the forming step deserted 
above with forming heads 122.126 shown forming out- 
let member* 38.38 with hydraulic fluid being provided 
by telescopic Units 180 from hydraulic power unit 206 
and fixed traveling head 213 The outlet members 36. 
38 are rounded to maximize the diameter of the branch 
«•** and to oooperate by fitting with liner hangers or 
packer* r the step* rjeecribed below. The forming step 
of Figure 11B also strengthens the outlet member* 36. 
38 by their befag cold formed. As deecrbed above, the 
prerferred material of the outlet member* 36,38 d*»e 
branching sub b alloyed steel with an austenltlc raruc- 
ture. such as manganese «t eel, which provides substan- 
tial plastic deformation combined with Wgh strengtren- 
^Cokifomting (pfaetic deformation) of a nickel atoy 
y.eel. such as Irieonel', thus Increases the * eW 
strength of the base material at the bottom end ot me 
branching chamber 32 end in the outlet member* 36. 
3a The outlet member* are formed Into a final «*can- 
ttoiry ctcutar racflalocea-eoctlon by plastic deformation. 

A* deecribed above. I b prefened under most con- 
ditions to convey and control the downhole forming ap- 
pBjatu*200byfT»eaMC<wvefr*110,btf 
condition*. eg.. unrJer-balanced weBbore corxfltions, 
(or hi a highry deviated or horizontal welf) a coiled tubing 
equipped with a wireline may replace the wireline atone 
A» Illustrated in Figure 11B and doscrbod above, the 
ctownhoie formhg apparatus 200 b oriented, set and 
locked Wo the brarKhtofl sub 30. Latching devtoe 210 
snap* Wo notch 182 as shown h Figure 110 (see also 
Figure 12). Hydraulic pressure generated by rtytfaufc 
power uni 206 b applied to pistons in forming heads 
122.126 that are supported by telescopic finks 180 Af- 

ter a forming sequence has been pertomedi the pres- 
sure b released from the piston*, and the telescopic 
fink* 180 tower the forming pads dowv by one step. 
Then the pressure b raised again and so on until the 

t formfcg step is competed with the cuoa marnbers dr- 
cutarized. After the outlet member* are expanded, the 
rjownhote forming apparatus 200 b removed from the 
parent casing 604. 

Figures 11C and 110 ilustrate the omenbng steps 
io for connecting the parent casing 604 erut (ho branching 

sub 30 bto the well. Plugs or packers BOO an* installed 
hto the outlet member* 36.38. The pretoredHray to set 
the packer* BOO b with a multiple head sttngar802con- 
veyed either by wrrronthg string 804 vacated tubing 

is (not Illustrated). A mulipl* head stinger incijde* multl- 
pte heads each equipped with a cemertng tow shoo. 
The stinger 802 b latched and rjrbntedbthetaanching 
chamber 32 of branching sub 30 in a rr*nner**nilar to 
that described above w*Ti respect to Rajre tlB. As I- 

30 tustrated b Figure 11D. cemert 9fX> b ir»*c*ed vta the 
cementing *tiinge04 hto the rjr*kera8m. and after in- 
flating the packer* 800 flows througt cowentlonal 
check valve* {not ehown) into the annube outside par- 
ent casing 604. includtog the bottom braxhing section 

25 1O00. Next the wrrtenting*tilngB04bsuWc)uJolthe 
hole after disconnecting and leaving packare BOO in 
place a* shown m Figure HE. 

As shown b Figure 11F. Individual trancb well* (e. 
g. 801) are selectively drilled using any ju&atote drffl'ng 

so technlouo. After a branch well has been tfnabd, a liner 
60S b installed, connected, and seated in the outlet 
member, 36 for example, with a conwrtkrol casing 
hanger BOB at the outbt of the branchrtg *ob30(See 
Figures 11G and 11H). The fcner may be cemented (a* 

ss Bustraied h Rg^ 11Q) or ft rr^ 
pandinaonther^wJudkww 

. a eecend branch wen 808 may be drilled as iTustrated 
in Figure 11H. Figure 12 illustrates completion d branch watts 

40 from a branching sub at a node of a parant ««a having 
parent casing 604 run through intermedat* casing 602 
and surface casing 600 from wellheaz 510. As men- 
tioned above, parent casing 604 may b* hung from b- 
termediaie casing 602 rather than Irom welbeed 610 as 

45 a tustrated. The preferred method of oonpJeflng the wolf 
btooor«ect the branch wets 601. BOBto adownhote 
manifold 612 set In IhebrarKbing charrbsr32*bovethe 
Junction of the branch wefb 801. BOB. The ctownhoie 
manifold 612 b oriented and fetched in b^nctwng cham- 

so berazlnamamersimilwtolhatr^theJywtwto romv 
hg tool as ilustrated In Figures 8A. 63 and 11B. The 
ctownhoie manifold 612 altows for cents* of «** r^cduc- 
tion of each respective branch wel andpro«tes for se- 
bctive re-entry of Ihe branch was* 801.338with testing 

u or rnaintenance *quiprnonl which mar be conveyed 
through fxorJuctfan tubhg 820 from th* surface. 

In case of remedial work in the parent casing 604. 
the downhcto manifold 612 can isolate the parent well 
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from the branch welts 801. 808 by plugging the outlet of 
the downhole manitoto 612 This Is dona by convoying 
a packer through production tubing 820. and setting K 
in the outlot of downhole manifold 612 before discon- 
necting and removing the production tubing B20. \&fves * 
eontrotebte from ths surface and testing equipment can 
also be placed in the downhole equipment. The clown- 
hole manffo« 612 can also be connected to mulfpte 
completion tubing such that each branch well 801,808 
can be Independently connect ad to the surface well- « 
head. 

The use of a branching sub for branch weP forma- 
tion, as described above, for a triple branch welt config- 
uration, allows the use of dramaticaly smaller parent 
casing as compared to that required to the prkx art er- « 
rangemont erf Figures 1A and ia The rotalionariips bo- 
tivooo the branchbg tub diameter D*. the maximum ex- 
panded outJot cfamctsr Do, and the maxrnum dumotor 
of a conventional axial branch 0,, for a two outlet case 
Is shown In Figure 13A. and for a three outlot case in « 
Figure 13a The same kJnd of anelysia applies for other 
multiple outlet arrangement*. In comparison to an 
equivalent axial branching that coukJ be made of Bners 
packed at the end of the parent casing, the branching 
wol methode and apparatus of the present invention al- ss 
tow a gain in branch cross sectional area ranging from 
20 to 80 percent 

Figures 14A-140 illustrate various uses of two node 
branch wefl configurations according to the invention. 
Rc^resMAandUBBlustrataabranchjrrgsubatarKxle 
according to the Invention. Figure 14C Illustrates how 
tvzrch woQs may b« ucod to dran a *r>gio strata or ros- 
ervofr 1100, wbfle Figure 140 Muslratw ths use ofasto- 
gte node by which multiple branch wets are directed to 
different target zones 1120,1140.1160, Any branch well 
may be treated as a single wel for any intervention, 
plugging, or aoendonment, separate from the other 

Description of Alternative EmbcoVnent of a Branching 
Sub According to the Invention 
a) Description erf Alternative Branching Sub 

Rguros 2DA and 20B show an altemoth/o ombocf- 
ment 9000 of the invention of a branching sub. Figure 
20A shows an exterior view of the branching sub 3000 
toctudtog a housing 3002 having threaded ends 3004, 
3006. The branching sub 3000 of Figures 20A, 20B is 
Must rat ed in an expanded or post-formed state. The 
branching sub 3000 Includes a main pipe 3010 which 
defines a feed through channel 3011 (see Figure 208) 
and at least one lateral branching outiel 3012 which de- 
fines a tateraJchannel 3013(see Figure 208). A branch- 
ing chamber 3008 is da fried between the top channel 
3007 and the feed through channel 3011 and lateral 
channel 3013. A bottom hole assembly (BHA) deflecting 
area 3015 separates main pipe 3010 from lateral 

branching outlet 3012. 
In a retracted state, the branching sub 3000 may be 

placed in series with sections of well easing and posi- 
tioned in a borehole w* ihe running of ths casing string 
into the borehole. Alter placement in the borehole, the 
housing of the branching sub 3000 is post-formed so 
that both the leed through channel 3011 and the lateral 
channel 3013 (or multspia branch rig outlets) are shaped 
to a final geometry which increases resistance to pres- 
sure and which maximizes ihe drift diameter of the lat- 
eral channel 3013 and the feed through channel 3011. 
Longitudinal ribs 30IB provide strength to the housing 
3002 of the branching sub 3000. Longitudinal rb 3018 
extends the entire axial length of the branching «ub 3000 
and is integral with •» BHA deflecting area 3015 for a 
distance from the botom threaded end 3008 of the 
branching eub 3000 to (he branching chamber 3008. 

Figures 21A-210 schematically iustrate the 
branching eub 3000 to to retracted stale (see Figures 
21A. 21B) and in its expanded state (see Figures 21C. 
21D). In the retracted state shown to Figures 21 A. 21B. 
the main pipe 3010 and the branching outlet 3012 have 
been prefabricated BO (hat the maximum outer diameter 
0 of the branching sub 3000 b not greater than the top 
threaded end 3004 or bottom thretided end3008, Figure 
21B. taken along section Bra 21B of Figure 21A Blus- 
tratee the oblong shape of the feed through channel 
3011 of main pipe 3010 and of the lateral channel 3013 
of lateral branching outlet 3012. In the retracted state. 
brnnchr>g sub 3000 can bo placod botwoon soctiem erf 
borehole casing and run toto an open borehole to a se- 
lected depth. 

Figures 21C and 210 schematically Must/ate the 
branching sub 3000 after t has had Its feed through 
channel 3011 expanded and Its lateral channel 3013 ex- 
panded. The rrtaximure dameter In the expanded state, 
performed downhole, at section fine 210 is 0*as com- 
pared to the diameter 0 of the lop and bottom threaded 
ends 3004.3006of the branching sub 3000. Figure 21D 
illustrates that Ihe main pipe 3010 and the lateral 
branching outlet 3012 rot only have been expanded out- 
wardly from their retracted state of Figures 21A 21B. 
bul that they have been aubelantJaty circularized Thus, 
ki Figure 21D. feed through channel 3011 and lateral 
channel 3013 are choractertred by substantially circutar 
internal diameters. 

The downhote post-tormbig method and apparatus 
Slus*rau»d and doscrtoed above by rot &fones to Figuroa 
7A-7E. 8A. SB, 9 and 10 ate used to expand the feed 
through channel 3011 and (he lateral channel 3013. 

Ths construction erf branching sub 3000 is based on 
the combsialion erf malarial and geomotrfcaJ properties 
of the BHA deflecting area 3015. The material b spocd- 
icalty selected and treated ID allow a large rata of defor- 
mation without cracks. The geometry erf the wai hi such 
that both Is combined thickness and shape ensure a 
continuous and progressive rats of deformation during 
the expansion. The piasbc deformation increases the 
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yield strength by cokf work effect and hence gives the 
Joint on acceptable strength thai is required to support 
the pressure and liner hanging forces. Figure 22 shows 
that the yield strength after expansion increases withtha 
rata d deformation of the outlets. A preferred material 
for use in the posMorming areas b a fine grain normal- 
ized carbon steel or an austenitb manganese aBcyed 
steel that reacts favorably to cold working. A preferred 
construction method b to manufacture Afferent specific 
components h order to optimize the material and form- 
ing process of each particular part In a final stage, the 
components are welded together so that the housing 
3002 becomes one single continuous structural shsl 
b) Description of U»« of AflematVe Branehbg Sub 

figure 23 schematically llustrais* the use of the al- 
ternative branching sub 3000 as described above. A 
preferred use of the branching sub 3000 is for provkSng 
multiple branches In a parent welL Such mulcts 
branches may Improve the drainage of a subterranean 
format on. 

Before the invention of the branching sub 3000 of 
Figures 20A, 208 and 21A-21D, connection of a lateral 
branch to a parent wel has generally mads use of an 
arrangement of several parts with sealing of the branch 
wen to the parent well with rubber, resin or cement Such 
Joints require a complex method of installation and 
present a risk of hydraulic isolation failure after several 
pressure cycles in the welt. 

The branching sub 3000 according to the rwention 
allows for providing multiple branches from a parent 
casing wih no eeaflng joint, but with conventional Iber 
hanging packers and casing Joints. The geometry of the 
housing3002of the branching sub3000altows the pres- 
sure ratsiQ of the sub and the size of the branch to bs 
maximized with regard to the parent casing size. Figure 
23 shows an example of the use of a branching sub 3000 
where, after expansion downhofe. branch wells 3014 
are provided to separate parts of the earth's crust by 
means of lateral channels 3013. The branch wells 30 - 4 
can be used for extraction, storage or injection of various 
fluids such as monoor poly-phasic fluids of hydrocarbon 
products, steam or water. 
c) Description of Deflection Apparatus and Procedures 

Figure 24 illustrates how a drillrig tool 3030 can be 
guided or deflected from main pipe 3010 into lateral 
branching outlet 3012 after the branching sub 3000has 
been expanded downhoie. A deflecting tool 3038 b set 
in mati ptoe 3010 by means of elements which cooper- 
ate wth the positioning groove 3040 and orienting cam 
and slot 3042 Htustxated schematically. 

Several lateral branching subs can be stacked h 
tandem at a location in the well or at several places 
along the casing string in order to provide optimal com- 
munication with various formations from the parent wefL 

Figure 25 illustrates two branching subs 3000 according 
to the alternative embodiment of the invention which are 
connected In tandem in a casing 6trthg33C0l Where two 
or more branching subs 3000 are connected in a casing 

s string 3300. each sub can be oriented withrie same or 
a different lace angle for the lateral branches. As a con- 
sequence, different angular orientations Iron the parent 
well may be provided to reach a large volume of subter- 
ranean lormalions with different lateral branches. The 

to casing string 3300 may bo oriented veriicanror horizon- 
tally, or It may be lilted: but the lateral branches may in 
any case extend laterally from the oarers casing. Al- 
though departing at a narrow angle from the casing 
string 3300. lateral boreholes from the lateral ©udets of 

is branch »uba 3000 can be dirocbonaJty drOedlo a vor- 
UcaL deviated or horizontal orientation. 

Figures 26A and 26B Hustrate a dnlabte cap 3400 
welded about the opening of lateral brandling outbt 
3012 in tts retracted and expanded condrfaw. locpoc- 

*» Uv&Jy. When conveying the casing string fto the bore- 
rs ,th«c^:H00 Isctoi^thflbt ami char^ 
the borehole and maintains a differential pressure 
across thecasing wail whichmay be required to control 
the borehole pressure when casing is conveyed down- 

zs hole. When the tatara! branch b to be driJed, a drilling 
tool bores through cap 3400and into a formation to form 
a lateral branch. 
d) Description of Advantages and Features of 

ao  Alternative Branching Sub 
As mentioned above, a single branching sub 3000 

can be provided with more than one lateral outlet. Such 
multiple outlets can be coptenar with each ether or non- 

x eocfevw. A single branching sub 3000 can bo connect- 
ed in tandom with one or more other branch*^ suba 
3000 either at its top and or Its bottom end. A branching 
sub 3000 can be provided with a toot at tu tower end in 
a similar manner to foot 172 of Figure 8A 

49 A lateral branching outlet 3012 of Figvs 206 may 
support a liner hanging packer which holds a liner con- 
nected to the housing 3002 in order to isolate the 
brancrwtg chamber 3000 from the borehob. AsTpropri- 
ate grooves at the top of the lateral branching outlet 

45 3012 may be provided to secure the ir*>r hangor and 
prevent the Bnwf rem acckier^m 
bt during the Iner setting operation or later AAemalNe- 
ty, the Wertor wal of th* lateral branching outlet 3012 
can be provided without grooves. 

so      The lateral branching outlet »12 can be tomrnatod 
with a ramp that guides the drtfing b» wheo starting the 
drilling of the lateral borehole. Such ramp can prevent 
meoriffingbitfrcmraidantaJVc^ 
main pipe 3010. 

« Other structures may be provided swede the 
branchhg chamber3008 such as a guidance rarnp. sec- 
ondary positioning groove, or the Ike to validate con- 
veying equipment through the leed through channel 

13 
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3011 or toward a tpeclfic lateral channel 3013. The in said retracted position, are characterized by 
branching chamber3008, or the lateral branching outlet an outor curved shape when a radial acos-u>c- 
30i2,wthemahp^»l0.<^bepfovjdodwithtsm- lion of said branching outlet members is via wed 
porary or permanent flow control devices such as from outside said Imaginary cyunder. 
valves, chokes, or temporary or permanent recording * 
equipment with temperature, pressure or seismic sen- 2. The sub of data* 1 wherein said branching outlet 
sors, tor example. The branching chamber 3008 can al- members, when in said retracted position, are char- 
so be provided with a production tubing interface with a acterized by an outer convex or concave shape 
flow connector, or a flow drvortor, or an isolating packer. when a radial cross-section ot said branching outlet 
A lateral branching outiet 3012 can also be provided with to members is viewed from outside said imagharycyt- 
an artificial INng device such as a pump, gas influx in- inder. 
lectors, and the Bke. 

Ae an alternative to the apparatus and techniques 3. The sub ofcWml wherein saJdoutlet members are 
of Figure* 7-10 for expanding the main pipe 3010 and designed and arranged such that ii said expanded 
the lateral branching outiet 3012, an hflatable packer is position, each ot said mutlple outlet members ex- 
may be placed an the inside wal of the main pipe 3010 tends in an arcuate path from said branching cham- 
or the WeraJ branching outlet 3012 whereby the axpan- ber outward* of said rnaghen/ cyfadet 
stan force of the packer b used lo expand the pipes by 
plastic deformation. 4. The sub of claim 1 wherein said multiple outlet 

Various modifications and aXerations in the do- zo      members in said expanded postion am character- 
scribed methods and apparatus wiB be apparent to ized by a substantially circular radial crosa-eection- 
thoee skilled in the art of fho forogoing description which al shape, 
do not depart from the spirit of the Invention. For this 
reason, such changes are desired to be included within 5. The sub of claim 1 wherein said mutlple branching 
the scc«>« of the appendedcteirr»whtt a      outlet members are loaned of a material which may 
limitation* to the present Invention. The descriptive be plastically deformed by cold kxmtog. 
manner which Is employed for setting forth the embod- 
iments should be interpreted as Hustrative but not limi- & The sub of claim 5 wherein said material is an al- 
totive- byed steel with austenitic structure. 90 

7.  Tho sub of darn 6 wherein said material is a nickel Claims alloy. 
1.  A multiple branching sub designed and arranged lor 

deployment in a borehole comprising: « 
a branching chamber having an open first end 
of cylindrical shape and a second end, said 
branchlnB chamber designed and arranged for 
seated connection at sax) first end to casing in *o 
a borehole; and 
multiple branching outiet members, each of 
which is integrally connected to said second 
end of said branching chamber, each of said 
multiple branching outlet members being in flu- <* 
Id communication with said branching cham- 
ber, said sub characterized by: 
a retracted post ion for insertion Wo a borehole 
in which each of said multiple outlet members 
is substantially total)/ within an imaginary cyt- » 
inder which is coaxial with and of substant ially 
the same radius as said first end of said branch- 
ing chamber; and 
an expanded position in which at least one of 
said multiple outlet members sxlends from said *s 
branching chamber h a path outwardly of said 
imaginary cylinder; and 
wherein said branching outlet members, whan 

8. The sub of claim 1 wherein each of said multiple 
branching outlet members is of substantia fry the 
same radial cmes-eacrJonaJ area. 

0. Tho sub of claim 1 wherein el least one of said mul- 
tiple branching outlet members is characterized by 
a radial cross-eectional area which is greater than 
at least one other of said murtote branching outlet 
members. 

10. The sub of claim 1 further comprising a leg member 
carried substantially axiaty dowriwanfly from said 
second end of said branching chamber; and a foot 
disposed al a distal end of said log. 

11. The sub of claim 1 *beroh a central support region 
is defined at said second end of said branching 
chamber between integral connections of sab muk 
tiplo branching outlet members to said second end. 
and further comprising: 

an extension leg carried from said central sup- 
port region which extends axiafly beyond said 
multiple branching outlet members; and 
a foot disposed at a distal end of said leg. 

14 
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12. A branching sub designed and arranged tor deploy- 

ment in a borehole comprising: 
an integral housing having a top end and a bot- 
tom and and which defines a branching cham- 
ber, a man pipe, and a branchhg outlet, with 
said main pipe and said branching outlet each 
being longitudinally below said branching 
chamber and each being in fluid communica- 
tion with said branching chamber, 
said top and of said housing being abeva said 
branching chamber and being adapted lor con- 
nection to borehole casing, and whereh said 
top end is characterized by a connection c&anv 
said branching sub characterized by a retracted 
nate for insertion Into a borehole h which the 
largest diameter of saW housing at any position 
along Its longitudinal length b no greater than 
said connection diameter, and 
an expanded state h which said branching out- 
let extends outwardly from said branching 
chamber wth a dtameier of said housing in said 
expanded state being greater than said con- 
nection diameter. 

13. The branching sub of claim 12 wherein said main 
sipe has an end which defines said bottom end of 
said housing and which extends longitudinally be- 
ow an end of sakJbranchhg outlet. 

14. The branching sub of claim 12 whereh said main 
pipe has threads provided at said bottom end for 
connection to borehole casng below 

15. The branching sub of claim 14 where in the retract- 
ed state said mam pipe b characterized by a circular 
nside radial section shape at said bottom end and 
ay a non-circular inside radial section shape at a 
ong«udina) position below said branching chamber 
and above said bottom end. and said branching out- 
et is characterized by a non-circular Inside radial 
section shape at a longitudinal position betow said 
Drenching chamber. 

la The branching sub of claim 15 where In the expand- 
ed state said branching chamber and said main 
pipe) are characterized by a substantially constant 
first diameter of a circubr inside radial shape from 
said top end to said bottom end. and said branching 
outlet is characterized by a substantially constant 
second diameter of a circular inside radial shape 
from said branching outlet and to said branching 

17. The branching sub of ctabm 13 further comprising a 
first longitudinal rto which b Integral with said hous- 
ng and which extends (ran said bottom end to said 

top end in a path atong the exterior of said housing 
18. The branching sub of claim 17 further comprising a 

second iongitudinaf rib, spaced peripherally from 
5 said first longitudinal rib which extends from said 

bottom end to said lop end in a path along the ex- 
terior of said housing, 

19. The branching sub of claim 18 further comprising a 
10       deflecting structure which separatee said main pipe 

from said branching outlet from said branching 
chamber tongitudinaBy downward to said end of 
said branching outlet 

« 20. The branching sub of darn 13 further rjomprising a 
driBable cap secured to said end of said branchhg 
outlet 
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